WELCOME BACK! to Services in Mayfield Church, August & Sept.
As national lockdown measures relax, church services will be returning gradually
to a more normal pattern - within Covid safety and social distancing measures.
And so, welcome back to Mayfield Church’s traditions of welcome, worship
(including music), word and prayer! - even though congregational singing and
Holy Communion is not possible for the moment. We will also continue with our
recent innovations: our benefice-wide Zoom services (but from 9th August at a
monthly, different time, please see below) and our informal evening Church
Outdoors in Mayfield Churchyard, weather permitting - though we can retreat
indoors if we need to. All this is subject to current government guidelines, which,
as we know, can change.
Therefore, we will aim to be as flexible as possible and will update our service
plans on the church website, and by communicating to church and community by
email, and on Mayfield FaceBook. To join the church mailing list, contact Martin
Soar at msoar54@gmail.com So, here’s what August &September is looking like:
Sunday Aug 2nd 9.30am - 10.15 am Open church for Personal Prayer, music
& readings
10.30am – 11am Zoom Church Service - Benefice wide
5.00- 5.30pm bring your own picnic (and a chair/rug) to the
churchyard, followed by
5.30pm – 6pm Church Outdoors (or indoors, if cold or wet)
Sunday Aug 9th
Soar

10.45 am Morning Prayer in Mayfield Church led by Martin
5.00- 5.30pm bring your own picnic (and a chair/rug) to the
churchyard, followed by
5.30pm – 6pm Church Outdoors (or indoors, if cold or wet)

Sunday Aug 16th 10.45am Morning Prayer, Mayfield Church led by Martin Soar
5.00- 6.00pm Zoom Church Service - Benefice wide (5pm
Cuppa Tea, 5.30 Service)
Sunday Aug 23rd 10.45am Morning Prayer, Mayfield Church led by Lay Team
5.00- 5.30pm bring your own picnic (and a chair/rug) to the
churchyard, followed by
5.30pm – 6pm Church Outdoors (or indoors, if cold or wet)
Sunday Aug 30th 10.45am Morning Prayer in Mayfield Church led by Martin
Soar.
No Church Outdoors today, resumes next week.

Sunday Sept 6th 10.45am Morning Prayer in Mayfield Church led by B.
Leathers
5.00- 5.30pm bring your own picnic (and a chair/rug) to the
churchyard, followed by
5.30pm – 6pm Church Outdoors (or indoors, if cold or wet)
After today this will be become a monthly indoor event under the name,
‘Sundays at 5’. Venue to be confirmed.
Sunday Sept 13th 10.45am Morning Prayer in Mayfield Church led by Lay team
Sunday Sept 20th 10.45am Morning Prayer in Mayfield Church led by Martin
Soar
5.00- 6.00pm Zoom Church Service - Benefice wide (5pm
Cuppa Tea, 5.30 Service)
Sunday Sept 27th 10.45am HARVEST THNKSGIVING in Mayfield Church led
by Martin Soar
Because the 10.45 Sunday service is resuming on 9th August, the last Sunday
9.30 Open Church personal prayer time will cease after 2nd August. HOWEVER,
the similar event on Wednesdays, 5.30-6.30pm, WILL CONTINUE!
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Dear Friends, I am, or ought to be, shocked by my indifference.
Minneapolis reflections
A crack ran though our hearthstone long ago,
And from the fissure we watched gently grow
The tame domesticated danger ...
We did not fear a wrong so dull and old,
So patiently told and patiently retold
While we sat by the fire or in the window seat ...
Oh, what these suffered ... that we now suffer
because we watched the wrong last too long
with non-committal faces. This is our punishment.
So wrote Orkney poet, Edwin Muir, in The Refugees, about fault-lines in the fabric
of our structures and institutions, unchallenged and unconsciously adopted by so
many of us. The resulting deprivation and injustice towards powerless, voiceless
refugees and homeless people, which through familiarity, we become inoculated
and callous to, finally turns on the privileged, and we experience what they
experience. That’s his warning: that we reap what we sow, and that what goes
around comes around. It’s a powerful and bleak poem (coming out of his
experience as a diplomat in post-war, ruined, E. Europe) with little hope of
redemption for oppressed or oppressor, nor where this can be found. In contrast,

the dire warnings pouring from the Old Testament prophets towards the privileged
of their day, and the systemic indifference to those they exploit and take for
granted, do invite redemption - through a change of heart and a commitment to
transformation. Here’s Isaiah, speaking to people who’d ‘got religion’, but not the
mind of the God who looked for their obedient, remedial action:
“Why have we fasted?, the people ask, and you (God) have not seen it?
Why have we humbled ourselves, and you have not noticed?”
“Is not this the kind of fasting I have chosen (God replies):
To loosen the chains of injustice, and to untie the cords of the yoke ...?
Then your light will break forth like the dawn,
Then you will call, and the Lord will answer ...
Then you will be like a well-watered garden
And will rebuild the ancient ruins ...” (Isaiah ch.58)
In my mind I transposed all this: to the people and issues highlighted by Black
Lives Matter, after the death of George Floyd whilst under police arrest in
Minneapolis back in May. And several questions came into mind.
How different would I have felt if it was a member of our royal family who had died
in police custody? I would be outraged. And yet black and white, rich and poor,
are all entitled to due process of law, without the use of illegal, lethal force, and
are all equally important to God! Perhaps not to me. How ‘joined up’ is my faith,
mind-set, and actions? Is there integrity? Gaps? Am I like John Newton, who
hymned God’s ‘Amazing Grace’, and yet continued as a slaver captain for quite
some time?
Is my self-assessment correct, that I am completely without unconscious
prejudices? And have I yet abandoned the habit of stereotyping groups of people,
collecting ‘evidence’ which supports it, whilst ignoring the same evidence which
applies to those of similar background to my own?
Do I think, but not admit, that ‘There’s a big problem out there - not just in the USA
- but I’m not part of it and can do nothing about it, and I hope it doesn’t come too
close’? (Yes, I do)
Do I need to think, ‘I am part of it (because I ignore and sometimes benefit from it)
but can become an agent of change?” (Yes, I do, even if right now I'm not sure
how to)
I read this recently: “New discoveries in science often consist of a synthesis
between ideas which have hitherto been regarded as unconnected” (Dr. Anthony
Storr, British psychiatrist). Perhaps I need to think about that in relation to
institutionalised prejudice, and how my everyday life, thinking, reading, spending
... are strongly, if remotely, connected to it. God, help my indifference. Martin

CHURCH OUTDOORS

On Sunday 19th July we held the first short Church Outdoors service at 5.30pm It was
such a special time - we had sunshine, audibility from effective P.A., and although
latest guidelines discouraged singing, we had some great music. Under the heading
of ‘Do not be anxious’, Pippa told the story of Jesus calming the storm on Lake
Galilee - with the help of a sea kayak and a fishing rod. Most of all we had you! those of us (30) who were able to be there, from our various churches and villages.
Thank you for helping to get this off to a good start.
Weather permitting, we hope to run this on other Sunday afternoons; trying to make
these events all-age friendly, and accessible to all, whether we have a church-going
background or not. If you’d like to bring a flask of tea and something to
eat, from 5pm we could have a socially-distanced picnic afternoon tea. Bring a
garden chair. But if we need to, we can migrate into the church building. It’s already
marked out for socially-distanced seating.
Martin Soar

My Month. Our NHS - Care & Support in a Time of Personal Crisis.
On Sunday 5th July, just after our last magazine was published, I like many in
Mayfield went outside at 5pm and alongside my wife loudly clapped for the NHS.
It was on the one hand a very familiar thing to be doing - we had been clapping
for the NHS along with Mayfield and the rest of the nation each week during
lockdown since it first started back at the end of March; the 26th March to be
precise some 15 weeks earlier, when a lady called Annemarie Plas, a Dutch
expatriate living in London, decided to copy a similar event she had seen in the
Netherlands, her home country. The nation, Mayfield included, soon followed and
for 10 weeks in a row we stood outside our houses and clapped, rang bells, hit
saucepans with spoons and generally made a joyful noise to thank the NHS and
Carers for all they were doing during the pandemic.
On the other hand, clapping on that Sunday afternoon was unusual - very
unusual. Firstly we had not clapped for a number of weeks and this was a Sunday
not a Thursday night – we were clapping on the actual anniversary of the NHS
founded on that day July 5th some 72 years earlier in 1948 with at its core, the
principal of free health care for all, based on patient and clinical need and not on
the ability to pay. Secondly for Mary and me, it was a very personal and
emotional thank you for we had just made use of that very service only six days
before and learnt that even in a pandemic, the NHS is second to none in a
potential life or death situation. Oh how your life can change in a heartbeat and
how amazing can be the response of others who are there to help.
The week had started of so well. It was Mary’s birthday on the Wednesday and
with the relaxation of lockdown we were for the first time in months going south to
see family. Firstly, we were going to see Mary’s father whom she had not seen
since the end of January. At 92 and living on his own, the family were naturally
concerned for him and Mary was being extra careful knowing that she might have
to travel to look after him and had no intention of even taking the smallest chance
of contracting Covid 19, to stop her from doing that.
The good news was he remained fit and healthy, so when households could
bubble together it was agreed he would bubble with us and off we went. Whilst
there we planned to take him to enjoy a socially distanced birthday party with his
son Richard, Mary’s twin, and his daughter Wendy, the eldest of the three, sitting
in a beautiful garden on the Sussex downs. Then on Mary’s birthday we would
leave him and drive up to London where our two daughters had organised a
surprise socially distanced picnic for the birthday mum complete with homemade
cake. It was to be a perfect week – what could go wrong……..…………………. The
rest of this article can be found in the Aug - Sept edition of the printed magazine. To get the
magazine Contact Joyce, Email: beesonjoyce30@gmail.com or Tel. 01335 346959 or Stephen,
Email: s.w.dunn@btconnect.com

What a difference Post Lockdown makes – Visiting the Hairdresser.

One of the real big issues of lockdown was hair. I coped well in lockdown with friends getting me shopping, my magazines, calling
me up the phone for a chat or two and sending me postcards and letters – I even celebrated my Birthday in Lockdown! All good
apart from my HAIR that grew longer and longer to the point where I had wear an Alice band to keep it out of my eyes. But now
one of the joys of life is getting to my hairdresser in Ashbourne for that all-important cut and perm. I now feel I’m back to my old
self. Bless you all. Kath White

MAYFIELD BIRD and NATURE WATCH
What an exciting month it’s been for Bird Watchers. One of the most unusual
sightings were three parakeets seen by a reader in Upper Mayfield. Apparently in
2016 15 Ring Necked Parakeets were seen in a Derby park. No-one is sure how
they got there, one theory is that they were originally kept as pets and escaped.
The original number has now increased and Parakeets are seen in many Derby
locations, especially Parks. Obviously some wanted to travel a little further afield.
Has anyone else seen them in Mayfield?
Another very rare sighting was of the Bearded Vulture seen in the Peak District, it
was last seen in the UK in 2016. It is the largest raptor in Europe with a wing
span of three metres. It’s thought that maybe it came to this country following
other migrating birds or because of the strong winds, as it wasn’t ringed or tagged
there was no way of knowing where it had come from.
Nearer to home there are still a lot of young birds around. The goldfinches who
came to our feeders with their parents now come on their own and we counted 10
on our feeders one morning. There are still lots of house sparrows and dunnocks
and blackbirds with another brood. We have a young robin who comes for food
and a bath in the bird bath. Young robins can’t fly very well when they leave the
nest, it takes around two weeks till they can fly properly.
A male Bullfinch had appeared on the feeders, it’s really good to see him, I
wonder if it is the same one who used to come regularly with his mate until she
was eaten by the sparrow hawk.
The song thrush still comes to look for snails. We find lots of empty snail shells all
around the garden. It has also been seen in a garden in Moorlands Drive, also
seen there were siskins and a Willow Warbler, a tiny little bird, they will soon be
leaving to spend the winter in Africa. It’s amazing how such a small bird can
make such a long journey.
The house martins have a second brood while the ones who were booted out of
their nest by the sparrows, still keep trying to build another nest, only to be sadly
chased off again by the sparrows.
The woodpecker has been seen in many gardens and still comes to ours to feed
on peanuts. Chaffinches are seen regularly too.
Valentine, the tagged cuckoo has decided it’s time to ……….…………………. The
rest of this article can be found in the Aug - Sept edition of the printed magazine. To get the
magazine Contact Joyce, Email: beesonjoyce30@gmail.com or Tel. 01335 346959 or Stephen,
Email: s.w.dunn@btconnect.com

MAYFIELD BOOK CLUB UPDATE
It seems ages since we last had our Book Club meeting but we have tried to keep
in touch by other means. We decided we would read what books we had at hand
and then give our thoughts to each other on the books we read although some
members found they couldn’t really settle in the early days of Lockdown, but
others were able to lose themselves in a good book.
I personally found it difficult but did finally get to read To Kill a Mocking Bird by
Harper Lee, which I thoroughly enjoyed and I intend to read the sequel when I can
get to the library. The rest of the time I have been dipping into many books that I
have had for a while.
Muriel enjoyed Longitude by Dava Sobel telling the story of the achievements of
John Harrison a clockmaker in the 18th century, She also enjoyed The Accidental
Countryside by Stephen Moss, The Plant Hunters by Carolyn Fry and also Difficult
Women by Helen Lewis, which sounds really good to me.
Gill sounded very positive about a book “The Binding” by Bridget Collins,
apparently she cannot put it down so that’s always a good recommendation, Gill
can obviously choose well as she highly recommended The 24Hour Café by Libby
Page, another you can’t put down, I do hope Gill had time to eat !!
Margaret enjoyed The Revenant by Michael Punke and Alone On a Wild Wild Sea
by Michael Murpurgo.
Susan has been reading some excellent books , Brooklyn by Colm Tobin, The
Soldiers return by Melvyn Bragg , which I have also read, and Playback by
Raymond Chandler, all this reading and painting her fences!
Chris has been dibbing into the life of Florence Nightingale and Case Histories by
Kate Atkinson, which she found herself hooked after a slow start.
We have all been through a learning curve during this pandemic and found many
different ways of coping with our concerns but getting into a good book is one
way. I do not know when we will be back at our meeting but I think it could be a
double session because there will be so much to talk about but not to worry I will
bring the tea and milk.
Carol Akers

Mayfield – A Village in a Lush Landscape

Just how spread out Mayfield is as a village can be seen when viewed from across our valley on the way to Snelston. With the
church on the left, the mill on the right and upper Mayfield in the distance it covers a wide area nestling in a beautiful valley - yet
Middle Mayfield is still not in view – no viewpoint is wide enough to encapsulate the whole village!

Mayfield Church Rooms
Progressive violin groups for
children aged 7 and over
Three graded sessions
on Mondays in term time
between 4.00 and 6.15 pm
All music provided
and we’ll lend you a violin, free!

Cost: £4.00 per session
payable by the term
Contact Claire Kilner for full details
clairelorraine1@gmail.com – 01298 84844

Lockdown Letter – The Shopping Expedition - Part Two
Back at the very start of lockdown we commissioned a whole series of letters
from people about various aspects of life in lockdown from coping with
technology, to home schooling, to looking after a whole household of men
‘working from home.’ They were both funny and poignant and extremely popular.
One of the most popular (and funniest) was Charles Wimbush’s letter ‘The Joys of
Shopping’ telling of undertaking the veritable shopping trip from hell. It struck a
chord with readers, far and wide, so when we heard he was planning a second
such ‘trip’, this time with face mask, we persuaded him once again to put his
experience on paper! Enjoy. The Editors
Dear reader,
‘Your ‘ll right?’ (typical Derbyshire greeting). ‘No, I’m b….y not – I am bored
witless’, I feel like saying, but I’m too polite. Now for the real test of patience – off
to Aldi….
Should I wear a mask for a quick visit to the bank before I start my shopping? Or
perhaps a safer bet is to go mask-less: Just imagine: ‘Two bank robbers, both
humans, not wearing masks and therefore unidentifiable, held up the RBS in
Ashbourne - only to find it was actually a pub’.
Masks define you: look at Gove! or even Boris. Some flunky, who probably irons
the PM’s masks, has embroidered ‘No 10” on each one. Then I recall, apart from
the RBS bank being long gone, that I don’t need cash anyway because all the
shops prefer ‘contactless’. Unless, of course, like me, people buy too much wine
and cannot ‘tap’ and therefore put their virus raddled hands on the machine.
Undaunted, I’m at Aldi AGAIN! (Margaret, are you listening?). Speed forward
through some annoying incidents: like ditherers in front of me and people on the
phone standing stock still for ages; I’m now in the third lane and getting to the end,
and it’s ‘coarse ground black pepper and dried tarragon’. Spectacles on for the
miniscule print on the labels and I promptly steam up! I look round carefully
because when I swim laps, I wear goggles and before I get started, I always rinse
them out in the pool first and then spit on the lenses to stop them steaming up.
Can I do that in Aldi? Probably best not.
A man comes up, ‘hello Charles’ (I haven’t a clue who it is), ‘I thought I saw ….
mumble, mumble…’ and the rest is lost. You see, if you didn’t know already, I’m a
bit deaf and have to rely on partial lip reading (unless it is a BBC newsreader who
is speaking to me). None the wiser, ……………………………. The rest of this article
can be found in the Aug - Sept edition of the printed magazine. To get the magazine Contact
Joyce, Email: beesonjoyce30@gmail.com or Tel. 01335 346959 or Stephen, Email:
s.w.dunn@btconnect.com

The Beauty of Mayfield - 1

Inquisitive, friendly, cute (in a big sort of way) and well in your way as you go for a walk – the cattle of Mayfield just want to say hello!

UP AND DOWN THE GARDEN PATH
The weather this year hasn’t been kind to those of us who enjoy our gardens.
July has been more like autumn, cold and windy, then very wet, then a few hot
sunny days when we think summer is here at last, then windy and cold again, the
poor plants have been battered about, I think one of the worst to have suffered
have been the runner beans. Our garden is very exposed and runner beans don’t
like strong winds. They have had quite a lot of flowers but so far there are only a
few beans when normally there is a glut of beans and we are all giving them away
to friends and neighbours.
The salad crops have been quite good though and the new variety of tomatoes,
Maskotka, I have grown this year have tomatoes on at last. The tomatoes in the
greenhouse are doing well too, so it’s one of those years when some you win and
some you lose.
To try and improve our poor sandy soil I decided to start another compost bin.
Compost can either be made as a heap or in a compost bin. I bought a second
hand bin on the internet and began filling it up with a good mixture of grass
cuttings, not if they’ve been recently sprayed with weedkiller though, vegetable
peelings, prunings from plants, leaves, used tea bags, and pieces of cardboard
cut up small, egg boxes, used compost.
All this is put in layers of known as green and brown, and I add an activator which
helps turn everything into a rich dark brown compost. The one I use is Garotta,
easily bought from Garden centres or on the Internet. Things not to use for
compost are food waste, meat scraps, pet waste and weeds with roots or seed
heads. In hot dry weather give the compost a little water to keep it moist. It also
helps to turn the compost over fairly regularly.
I’ve been feeding my plants in pots often, especially during the bad weather. The
feed I’ve found which works the best is Seaweed fertiliser, it comes as a liquid and
is diluted according to the instructions, never make it any stronger. One of the
advantages of seaweed fertiliser is that it is …………………. The rest of this article
can be found in the Aug - Sept edition of the printed magazine. To get the magazine Contact
Joyce, Email: beesonjoyce30@gmail.com or Tel. 01335 346959 or Stephen, Email:
s.w.dunn@btconnect.com

Joyce Beeson

SCHOOL BIBLE TEST
Pay special attention to the wording and spelling. if you know the bible, even a
little, you'll find this hilarious! It comes from a Caithness school test. Kids were
asked questions about the bible. The following were written by the children. They
have not been retouched or corrected. incorrect spelling has been left in.
1. In the first book of the bible, Guinness, God got tired of creating the world so he
took the sabbath off.
2. Adam and eve were created from an apple tree. Noah's wife was Joan of ark.
Noah built and ark and the animals came on in pears.
3. Lots wife was a pillar of salt during the day, but a ball of fire during the night.
4. Samson slayed the philistines with the axe of the apostles.
5. The Egyptians were all drowned in the dessert. Afterwards, Moses went up to
mount cyanide to get the ten commandments.
6. The first commandment was when Eve told Adam to eat the apple.
7. The seventh commandment is thou shalt not admit adultery.
8. The greatest miricle in the bible is when Joshua told his son to stand still and he
obeyed him.
…………………. The rest of this article can be found in the Aug - Sept edition of the printed
magazine. To get the magazine Contact Joyce, Email: beesonjoyce30@gmail.com or Tel.
01335 346959 or Stephen, Email: s.w.dunn@btconnect.com

MAYFIELD MEMORIAL GARDENS

While recently walking past the Mayfield Memorial Gardens I couldn’t help but
notice how beautiful they looked, full of colour with lots of different flowers in full
bloom and so well kept. A big ‘thank you’ to Graham Woodhouse for all his hard
work in making the gardens such a wonderful way of remembering the men of
Mayfield who sadly lost their lives fighting for their country.
JB

Seasonal Reflections – Summer
This month for a double issue Arnie Rainbow gives us two reflections on aspects
of summer. The Editors
Summer Reflection
“Summertime and the livin' is easy”. Well, according to the song from the musical
'Porgy and Bess', but not in my garden! Spuds need to be earthed-up, seeds need
to be sown and all manner of vegetable plants – from Courgette to Kale – need to
be planted (and protected from voracious wood pigeons and pesky caterpillars).
But it's a 'delightful earthy busyness': it gets me engaged with 'Nature' (i.e.
Creation). It's not just about growing fruit and veg': much as I love that. It's also
about listening to the birds, watching the butterflies and bees, enjoying the wild
flowers (some would call them 'weeds'!) and drinking in the enveloping greenness
which, at this time of year is quite intoxicating.
It reminds me of a question from my son when he was just a toddler: “Why are
plants green?” Good question! And, although I had been a botany student, I had to
look it up. Chlorophyll (the green stuff in plants) captures light to drive growth, but
not all light (sunlight comprises many colours; as seen in a rainbow). Plants
mainly absorb red light and reflect green light: so plants look green. Plants use
light energy to make sugar etc. - using carbon dioxide (the 'greenhouse gas' we
hear so much about) and water. And, as a 'waste product', it releases oxygen. So,
apart from making food for us (and animals) to eat, the process improves air
quality. Indeed, without green plants we would soon die.
Now, if you think that such a doubly beneficial 'green process' is a 'happy
coincidence', did you know that living with green plants (even pot plants in the
home, or work-place) makes us feel better: calmer, less stressed, more relaxed?
This is not 'an old wives tale', it's based on solid research.
Further research has shown that 'difficult' children are better-behaved and happier
after playing in green places, especially amongst …………………………. The rest
of this article can be found in the Aug - Sept edition of the printed magazine. To get the
magazine Contact Joyce, Email: beesonjoyce30@gmail.com or Tel. 01335 346959 or Stephen,
Email: s.w.dunn@btconnect.com

Under a Mayfield Sky – Photograph by Martin Balderson

Many of my lockdown walks have taken me through the churchyard and I must pay tribute to John & Sue Day for the way
they have maintained our churchyard this year.

Elegies from a Country Churchyard
(with apologies to Thomas Gray)

Lockdown afforded all of us the time to walk, stroll, meander and in our case, peruse
the Victorian, and earlier, poetry carved on tombstones in the churchyard of St John
the Baptist, Mayfield. Below are just a few of the inscriptions we read and recorded
during Lockdown which we thought to share with you.
Some have very simple lines engraved on them. On the headstone for Frederick,
infant son of Thomas & Elizabeth Ann Maskery, who died age 3 months on October
17th, 1872 it says simply:
“An heir of God through Christ”
James Bassett was 54 when he died on February 8th, 1864. Words for him are also
short and sweet:
We deeply mourn thy race is run
Father in Heaven “Thy will be done”
Some graves have very moving epithets. Ann Smith, who was only 20 years of age
when she died of consumption in October 1820 has this fact inscribed on her
tombstone for all to see:
Long o’er her couch while pale confumption hung
And seized with icy hands the rose of youth
Submifsion’s gentlest accents grac’d her tongue

Still beamed her eyes informed by heavenly truth.
Elizabeth Burton, who died in 1844, age 44, and so born the same year as Ann
Smith, had an equally moving epithet (and a smattering of f for s to make reading
somewhat of a challenge today)
Cropt like a flower I withered in my prime
The flattering world had promifed longer time
God in his wisdom thought it beft
For me to be with him in heavenly reft
One of the earliest headstones we were able to read is from 1794 and is dedicated to
Mary Oakden. It tells us that:
Underneath this cold clod of Earth
The best of wives but called away by death
Pity it was that she so soon should fall
Who lived beloved and died bewailed by all
However, some folk had much more salutary messages for those left behind:
All you who come my grave to see
As I am now so shall you be
Prepare in time, make no delay
I in my prime was called away
One wonders if Margaret Farmer penned these lines herself before death finally
claimed her…?
Likewise, Margaret, wife of Thomas Haywood, left behind this message in 1831:
Grieve not dear husband be content
Nor children more for me lament
My debts are paid, my grave you see
Prepare yourselves to follow me
Another member of the Haywood family, George, had this to say to his wife 10 years
later:
Farewell fond wife and children dear
Dry up your weeping eyes
Look to the Saviour and prepare
To meet me in the skies

As you would expect, there are many gravestones with the names of children carved
upon them. Sometimes they have been blessed with a loving farewell inscription, as
was Mary Evans, aged 4, in 1821:
Here lies one that once was prized
By all her friends most dear
The Lord was pleased to take her home
All in her tender year
Just as moving are the ones that simply state the facts:
Thomas and John Smith
1725
Aged 2
and Ann Blaymire, also aged 2, whose headstone greets us all from under the yew
by the side gate:
Fiat Voluntas Tua
(Thy Will Be Done)
But, possibly, most moving of all is where the reader is left to work out the facts for
themselves:
In Memory
of
Matilda Ann Hodgskinson
who died
August 28th 1896
Aged 34 years
----Also of Sarah
who died July 28th 1896
Aged 19 days
Looking at Mayfield’s old tombstones has been a fascinating pastime - stepping
carefully between the headstones in the graveyard and reading the ones that have
been moved to the walls. We have read so many words, written by loved ones left
behind. Some we have cried over, smiled at others, been saddened where words
have been worn away by the weather.
But I leave you with one of my favourites, Nathan Woodward, 1785 - 1867 His
epithet simply says:
“His end was peace”
Isn’t that how we’d all like to go?
M&P Cook

Morse the Dog - My First Holiday
There is certainly excitement in the air!!! And lots of talk about getting up early,
packing (whatever that is!!), planning a route, lists and all sorts of other things that
I don’t really understand!! Apparently, we are going on holiday!!! The week away
has been booked since December before we knew anything about Covid-19 and
lockdown and even before Kim and Mal knew exactly when I would be coming into
their lives! It was only about a week before we were due to go that we knew for
certain that our stay in The Lakes would be going ahead.
Saturday morning dawns and it’s all systems go!! I think Kim is the most
organised person that I have ever met and, in no time at all, the car is crammed
full of everything we need and my luxury bed is placed on the back seat of the car
surrounded by bottles of wine, gin and lager – well, we are self-catering!! Oh, and
there is some food too!!!
Our first stop is Richmond in North Yorkshire!! Kim’s dad, Baz, and his little
Yorkshire Terrier, Misty, are coming on holiday with us and we are having lunch
there before driving up through Wensleydale to Cumbria and our destination,
Elterwater, near Ambleside. I have met Misty once before on Father’s Day – she
really is a lovely little thing and I really just want to play with her but she is nearly
10 years’ old and hasn’t quite as much energy as me! She certainly makes it
clear that she is an older lady and gives me a warning growl meaning “Don’t mess
with me Morse, just remember that I’m the boss and we’ll get along just fine”.
Somehow, even more luggage is stuffed into the boot and off we go!!!
I like travelling in the car and I am a little angel – the girls both say so!! We arrive
at our cottage at about 3pm and I am very impressed. A lovely little front garden
and outdoor space at the back, magnificent views of the mountains and hills and a
super bedroom with en suite bathroom and large double bed for me – I’m not sure
where Kim and Mal are sleeping!!! Misty has her own room with two single beds
and bathroom so I should think she will let Baz share with her.
Kim’s daughter, Becky, and her fiancé, Ste, are driving over from Liverpool and
staying in a hotel not far away and they join us on Saturday evening for a
takeaway from the bistro in the village. I haven’t met Ste before and, of course,
he loves me instantly!! We all have a great time and I am the centre of attention –
just how I like it!!
When Becky and Ste have gone and it’s bedtime, Kim and Mal seem to think that I
am sleeping in my own bed in the kitchen!! Baz seems to think that Misty is
sleeping in her crate in the lounge!! They don’t seem to understand – we’ve got
our own bedrooms upstairs - that double bed has got my name on it and Misty has
already chosen her single bed!! We, especially me, endeavour to make it quite
clear that we are not impressed and it does take until about 3am before the

message gets through and then it’s all change – Misty and I finally get our way
and upstairs we all go and that’s how it stays all week. Perfect …………… and
we all get lots of lovely sleep!!!
I had so many new experiences in one week!! Most importantly, to the girls
anyway, was that the pubs were open once again!! I have heard Kim and Mal talk
about these places and how much they miss them but I really had no idea what
they were talking about – now I do!! Kim’s brother, John, from Dorset and his
wife, Sue, were staying in the pub in the village Monday to Wednesday and tables
had been booked before we left Derbyshire. Our temperatures were taken on
arrival – thankfully, there was no need for a thermometer up the bum like at the
vets – we were all very relieved about that! - contact details were taken and we
had to sanitise our paws. We were then whisked inside and shown to our tables,
our drinks and food orders were taken and we all felt very safe and that all
necessary and appropriate precautions were in place.
Misty and I were given treats by the bar staff who were all very friendly and I now
completely understand why Kim and Mal enjoy their visits to the pub. I was
extremely well behaved and they have promised to take me to many more –
yippee!! We did have one late session with John and Sue (Baz and Misty had
gone back to the cottage) and, unfortunately, Mal’s medication didn’t seem to mix
very well with her wine - she became rather unsteady on her feet – I’m glad I’ve
got four!! Luckily, Baz was in a deep sleep when we got back and was totally
unaware of the struggle that Kim and I had to get Mal to bed – Baz didn’t hear a
thing!!!
The next morning, Mal was absolutely fine, declared that she thought she’d had a
really good night but couldn’t remember anything about it!!! At the end of the
week, the barman did say that he had seen more of us that week than he had of
his wife!!
We went on some fantastic walks and I loved paddling in the streams and the lake
– I’m not quite brave enough to swim yet although I did try this once before I came
to live with Kim and Mal when I was allowed to go in a hot tub!! I met lots of other
dogs and people and small children seem to love me – I have been told many
times that I am a look-a-like for Waffle the Wonder Dog who appears on CBeebies
– he is an adorable talking dog who can’t help but cause trouble – not like me at
all – apart from the “adorable” bit!!!
We did get on a bus a couple of times with our masks on of course. One bus
driver did say that he didn’t allow large, ferocious dogs on his bus – I think he was
trying to be funny!!! I did seem to get an uncontrollable shake when I first got on
but it soon wore off and I was fine the next time.
There were lots of sheep wandering about everywhere, through the village, in
people’s gardens, on the roads – everywhere!! I don’t think I could get away with

that!! I saw a deer, a red squirrel, a woodpecker, a heron and lots of birds – the
jackdaws were very noisy in the mornings but they didn’t bother me – I was so
comfy on my double bed snuggled up with the girls!!
I never knew Kim’s Mum, Pam, as she sadly passed away in November last year
but I have been told many times how lovely she was and how much she would
have adored me. Pam and Baz used to enjoy lots of holidays in The Lakes and
Elterwater, in particular, was a very special place for them. Baz had decided that
Pam’s ashes would be scattered from Loughrigg Terrace – what an amazing
place!! The view overlooking Grasmere was stunning!! It was all quite emotional
and a few tears were shed but it was also a very memorable morning and it is
lovely to remember the happy times that Pam and Baz shared there and the
special meaning that the area had for them. Kim and John have told Baz that he
would be going there one day too but hopefully not for a while yet!!!

Loughrigg Terrace – with an amazing view overlooking Grasmere was stunning!!

All too soon, it was time for Kim to work her magic again and load us all up for the
journey back to Yorkshire and then Derbyshire. A delicious breakfast on the way
home at a farm shop and café.
Kim and Mal were a little worried that my bedtime routine which had taken several
weeks to establish before the holiday would be totally ruined and that I would
expect to sleep with them at home. But, being the Wonder Dog that I am, I have
settled back to sleeping in my own bed downstairs …………………… until the
next holiday!!!! I love holidays!!!
Morse the Dog

UP UP AND AWAY AT LAST !
Having been avid caravanners for twenty four years, it’s been hard during
lockdown not being able to hitch our caravan up to the car and head off into our
beautiful countryside. When lockdown restrictions were lifted on caravan sites we
got our caravan out of storage and after deciding we would go to Ellesmere in
Shropshire we set off.
It was not long a journey, about an hour and a half, so we soon in Shropshire and
found the site. It was called Newnes Caravan Park and was set in three fields on
a farm with wonderful views across the Welsh hills. We soon unhitched the
caravan, sorted out the electrics and the water and enjoyed a welcome cup of tea.
Shropshire, also known sometimes by its old name of Salop, has a lot of history.
The Romans went to Shropshire around 47AD and there is still lots of evidence of
their time there. The fourth largest city they built is at Wroxeter, near Shrewsbury
and known then as Viroconium Cornoviorum and ruins of it are still being
discovered and excavated.

There is the largest lake or mere as they are known, at Ellesmere and is a big
visitor attraction and attracts lots of wildlife, as well as having rowing boats to hire
in the summer, a restaurant and lots of walks. Meres occurred when thousands of
years ago the glaciers began to melt and blocks of ice formed big holes which
filled with water.

While on one of our rides exploring around Ellesmere, we found tucked away
Colemere, a Site of Special Scientific Interest, It has a beautiful Mere surrounded
by woodland and two Hay Meadows, they are fields with lots of wild flowers, the
grass is mown in August to make sure the wild flowers survive. There were lots of
birds on the mere, including snipe and curlews, and we saw lots of dragonflies
too. All around the mere are walks, some easy and not too long and others
through the woodland for the more energetic. If just relaxing and enjoying the
scenery is more your thing there is a picnic area. It was a beautiful place and we
were really pleased we found it and will definitely visit it again.

Another surprise was over the road was a vineyard, Colemere Vineyard, one of
ten vineyards in Shropshire. It is a small family run vineyard, the first vines were
planted seven years ago and this year the vineyard is ready to start selling their
wine.
While caravanning we have discovered so many amazing places in England,
Wales and Scotland, places we would probably never have found had it not been
for exploring in the caravan. We’ve been to France lots of times with the caravan
and loved that, while it seems that it won’t happen this year we are happy just
exploring more of our own beautiful countryside.
Joyce Beeson

My month Part Two: Fake News - Just who Owns that Dog?
Due mainly to the utterances of a certain American President, the words ‘Fake
News’ has entered the Oxford English Dictionary to mean ‘false stories that
appear to be news, spread on the internet or using other media, usually created to
influence political views’. However the dictionary is quick to point out that it is not a
certain Mr D. Trump who invented the phrase or can be given the credit, but that
it has been in use (admittedly in America) since 1890, some 126 years before it
came to prominence in the 2016 Presidential Elections.
Apart from that rather trivial Pub Quiz fact, I thought Fake News would not be
something I heard outside the news broadcasts and certainly not something I
would get involved in…… how wrong I was; and all over a certain small dog right
here in Mayfield!
And as a reader of this magazine you actually know the dog in question – a rather
intelligent canine who has become one of our latest contributors; a certain
minature poodle called Morse.
Now Morse, who has recently joined the household of Kim and Mal and writes
about his daily life and adventures elsewhere in this magazine, would say….(hang
on, I think it’s Kim who actually writes down what Morse tells her, his paws being
not that suited to a pen and paper… but I suppose being toy poodle they are small
enough to use a keyboard…………..enough! stop!)
Start again ….. Now Morse would say that he is owned by no one, although Kim
might disagree, having bought him, microchipped him and paid for all those toys,
food, bed, leads etc. but whatever his personal status he has certainly been
popular amongst Kim’s family and friends. According to Morse that’s mainly down
to his intelligence level whereas everyone else would say it’s how cute he is and
how you can comfortably sit him on your lap for a quick cuddle!
Consequently everyone now allowed to visit Kim or just to visit their family in
Mayfield, wants to see and meet Morse; and that’s just what happened with my
daughter who told us she was coming up for a socially distanced weekend to see
her family and friends, but really I think it was just to see and meet Morse. And It
was that meeting that led to fake news all across social media about just who
owned Morse, with Kim the rightful owner being clearly at the bottom of the list
and the prime suspects being a very unlikely couple indeed!
…………………. The rest of this article can be found in the Aug - Sept edition of the printed
magazine. To get the magazine Contact Joyce, Email: beesonjoyce30@gmail.com or Tel.
01335 346959 or Stephen, Email: s.w.dunn@btconnect.com

‘We all Need Cheering Up’!
Sometimes it happens that great minds think alike, and this month we have had
several readers submitting cartoons and jokes to the magazine on the basis, as
one reader said, ‘we all need cheering up’. Elsewhere is the school bible test below we have a mix of jokes and cartoons to brighten your day – the Editors
First some one liners from the Edinburgh Fringe:“I saw a documentary on how ships are kept together. Riveting!”
“Crime in multi-storey car parks. That is wrong on so many different levels.”
“As a kid I was made to walk the plank. We couldn’t afford a dog.”
“I was watching the London Marathon and saw one runner dressed as a chicken
and another runner dressed as an egg. I thought: ‘This could be interesting.'”
“I like to imagine the guy who invented the umbrella was going to call it the ‘brella’.
But he hesitated”
“Combine Harvesters. And you’ll have a really big restaurant”
Short jokes .

‘Some people won’t admit their faults - I would, if I had any!’

I’m at that delusional age where I think everyone my age looks way older than me!
Do Liptons tea employees take coffee breaks?
If it’s true that we are here to help others, then what exactly are the others here
for?
Why isn’t the number 11 pronounced onety one?
Church related . . . .
A vicar of several rural parishes was driving back to his vicarage after a PCC
meeting one night. It was very dark and he was feeling tired.
As he rounded a bend on the winding country lane he suddenly saw a cyclist right
in front of him. He slammed on the brakes and hauled the steering wheel over to
the right. The cyclist was understandably shocked by this sudden threat, as the
car missed him by inches. He swerved to the left, hit an embankment and fell off.
The vicar jumped out of the car to check that the cyclist was alright. The cyclist
picked himself up, dusted himself down and declared himself to be unhurt.
However, it was too dark to properly tell the state of the bike.
The vicar promised to pay for the cost of any damage and ……..………………….
The rest of this article can be found in the Aug - Sept edition of the printed magazine. To get the
magazine Contact Joyce, Email: beesonjoyce30@gmail.com or Tel. 01335 346959 or Stephen,
Email: s.w.dunn@btconnect.com

The Beauty of Mayfield - 2

‘It may be feeding time but I still want to say hello as you walk by.’ Morning delight in Middle Mayfield

REFLECTIONS
In Matthews gospel, Ch 6.26, it says;
“Look at the birds of the air, they do not sow or reap, or stow away in
barns, and yet your heavenly father feeds them. Are you not much more
valuable than they?”
Jesus, is trying to calm the worries of those around him, and uses the
most simple of illustrations to show this, in this case the birds of the
air.ad, tells those around they are much more valuable.
I’ve been thinking of “value” recently, how it is measured for one. I read
yesterday of a country most of whose population is starving, and yet,
each top government official has been “given” a top of the range car. At
home, there have been numerous times in this lock down, of how much
we “value” and rightly so, the NHS. One fairly local M.P. wants folk to
nominate someone from the NHS staff, who has done outstanding work
in their eyes.
Why, why make it one individual, when everyone of them are very
“valuable hero’s” in this Pandemic.
If we “value” them, let us not forget the “value” they are to us when
things get back to “normal”, or, as near as “normal” as possible.
I am a fan of the emergency service programmes, such as “24 Hours in
A&E”, or “Helicopter E.R.” and I am amazed at what they do in critical
situations. Yet, I despair when I see and hear folk going to A&E with a
broken fingernail or something else that was so trivial.
Other emergency services too are abused, Fire-fighters going to a blaze
and being pelted with bricks. At the beginning of this “lock down” the
999 service being used to complain by one woman that her hair dressing
appointment had been cancelled! Another family dialled 999 enquiring
how many hundreds and thousands there should be on their sons Ice
Cream Cone (I jest not!)
I hope, while we applauded the NHS and emergency heroes, let us
“value” them more in future.
God Bless. Tom.P.

